ABSTRACT The skins of most mature apple fruits are incompletely red and also include green and pale yellow color, which increases the difficulty of fruit detection by machine vision. A detection method based on color and shape features is proposed for this kind of apple fruits. Simple linear iterative clustering (SLIC) is adapted to segment images taken in orchards into super-pixel blocks. The color feature extracted from blocks is used to determine candidate regions, which can filter a large proportion of non-fruit blocks and improve detection precision. Next, the histogram of oriented gradient (HOG) is adopted to describe the shape of fruits, which is applied to detect fruits in candidate regions and locate the position of fruits further. The proposed method was tested by images taken under different illuminations. The average values of recall, precision, and F 1 reach 89.80%, 95.12%, and 92.38% respectively. The performance of detecting fruits covered at different levels is also tested. The values of the recall are all more than 85%, which indicates that proposed method can detect a great part of covered fruits. Compared with pedestrian detection method and faster region-based convolutional neural network (RCNN), the proposed method has the best performance and higher than faster RCNN slightly. However, the proposed method is not robust to noise and its elapsed time of one image is 1.94 s and less than faster RCNN.
I. INTRODUCTION
Fruit detection is important for apple harvesting robot and yield estimation [1] . However, different apple cultivars and cultural methods can lead mature apple fruits have different colors. The fruits in Fig. 1a are completely red and they are easier to be detected by machine vision. However, a great number of apple fruits are incompletely red and also include green and pale yellow colors, in which a sample image is shown in Fig 1b. Compared to completely red fruits, this kind of fruits is more difficult to distinguish from surroundings.
A number of detection methods for red or orange fruits have been proposed by scholars in this field, such as detection methods for apples [2] , [3] , tomatoes [4] , litchis [5] , peaches [6] , oranges [7] , etc. The methods proposed in these studies depend on color feature too much and other features are just used to improve the accuracy of detection. Although
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In recent years, some scholars have turned their attention to Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). CNN can extract features from sample images automatically and does not only depend on color feature. Therefore, it not only can detect red fruits but also can detect green fruits with a good performance. A variety of new CNN models have been proposed in recent years. For example, Faster RCNN is popular for its good performance. It has been used to detect sweet pep- pers [8] and apples [9] . In addition, a Faster RCNN model for detecting varieties of fruits was constructed and trained [10] . In this study, the color and near-infrared images including sweet pepper, rock melon, apple, avocado and mango etc. were used to train the CNN model by transfer learning. You Only Look Once (YOLO) is another new CNN model, which can detect objects at higher speed. It was applied to detect immature mango [11] . The detection rate of the model reaches 83 fps. However, the training of CNNs needs massive labeled images. Collecting and labeling so many images require a great amount of time and labor costs. Moreover, the training and running of CNNs also require better hardware.
Therefore, some scholars still focus on traditional methods that make up of image features and classifiers. The traditional method can also be used to detect green fruits. The green apples taken at night were detected [12] by classifying a variety of color components that include normalized g, H and S in HSV color space and 2G-R-B. However, the color difference between green fruits and leaves is very small and easy to be changed by illuminations. Therefore, the method that detects green fruits based on color feature only works at night under artificial illumination. The detection of red fruits is easier relatively by machine vision because of special color. However, the detection of incompletely red fruits needs focus on other features except for color feature. The texture and shape features were adopted to detect tomatoes [13] and apples [14] in some studies. The shape features of the two studies are extracted from connected regions in binary images that are segmentation results based on other features. Therefore, this kind of shape feature cannot reflect the shape of fruits effectively.
In this study, a kind of traditional method is proposed to detect incompletely red apple fruits. The method takes color and shape features into considerations, but color and shape features are used in different way. Other similar studies [15] - [17] extract color features from each pixel, which is not robust to illuminations. In order to improve this drawback, the proposed method extracts color feature from super-pixel blocks. Then, a support vector machine (SVM) classifier with Gaussian kernel is employed to classify super-pixel blocks based on extracted color feature. The blocks that classified as fruit blocks are treated as candidate regions. In the next step, some similar studies will analyze the shape of candidate regions [13] , [14] , [18] . In this study, shape feature is extracted from original images and candidate regions are used to limit the range of extracting shape feature. Histogram of oriented gradient (HOG) is adopted to describe the shape of fruits and a new linear SVM classifier is trained to classify HOG vectors. Finally, fruits are detected by rectangle boxes. In order to verify the performance of proposed method, it will be tested by images taken under different illuminations and scenes and be compared with a pedestrian detection method and Faster RCNN. The detection results of proposed method can reach the same level of Faster RCNN.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. IMAGE ACQUISITION
The orchard images are acquired from two different districts in China. The kind of apples shown in Fig. 1a is produced in Yantai city, Shandong province. The kind of apples in Fig. 1b is produced in Xuzhou city, Jiangsu province. Xuzhou apples are objects of fruit detection in this study.
The images of fruits were taken with a commercial Canon IXUS 275HS camera, with a resolution of 4000 (pixels) × 3000 (pixels) and with 24 bits per pixel in the RGB color space. In order to speed the image processing, these images are resized into 400 (pixels) × 300 (pixels) in the experiments. In addition, the camera adopts CMOS (complementary metal oxide semiconductor) sensor and has automatic exposure function to adapt illumination in natural environment. There are 1326 images taken in the orchard located in Xuzhou and 518 images taken in the orchard located in Yantai. Moreover, a part of images were captured at night under artificial light. 400 images are selected randomly from 1326 images and used to test the performance of proposed 67924 VOLUME 7, 2019 methods. Some images in remaining 926 images are used to extract super-pixel blocks for training SVM with Gaussian kernel. Meanwhile, the remaining 926 and the 518 images are both used to crop rectangle blocks for training linear SVM. In addition, 444 rectangle blocks of apple fruits downloaded from Cifar-100 dataset are also added to train linear SVM.
The related algorithms are implemented by Matlab R2018b and run on a personal computer (PC). The PC has an E5-2678 Xeon CPU with 2.50 GHz, 64GB RAM and a NVIDIA GTX1080TI graphics card with 11G memory. It is equipped with a win10 operating system with 64 bits.
B. THE PROCESS OF PROPOSED METHOD
The process of proposed method is shown in Fig. 2 . The method can be divided into three parts based on the structure of Fig. 2 . The first row shows how to train a classifier for color vectors of super-pixel blocks. The last row indicates how to training a classifier for shape features described by HOG vectors. The middle row demonstrates how to detect fruits by two classifications. The first classification determines candidate regions and the second classification detects fruits in candidate regions. The details of the method are stated in following sub-sections in the same section.
C. SEGMENTING IMAGES INTO SUPER-PIXEL BLOCKS
Compared with image segmentation based on pixels, the image segmentation based on super-pixel blocks is more robust to illumination [19] . Simple linear iterative clustering (SLIC) [20] , [21] is employed to segment images, which is an excellent super-pixel segmentation algorithm. The super-pixel blocks are irregular shape and make up of adjacent pixels that have similar texture, color and intensity. 
where X n = 0.9504, Y n = 1.000 and Z n = 1.0888 are the tristimulus values of white point 'D65'. The equation of function f is shown as Eq. 5.
where t is a substitute variable. The detailed steps of SLIC are listed as follows.
1) INITIALIZE THE CENTERS OF LOCAL CLUSTERING
Set desired number K of superpixels and make K centers uniform distribution in an image. If an image has N pixels, the approximate size of each superpixel is N /K and the distance between two adjacent seeds is S = √ N /K .
2) CORRECT THE LOCATIONS OF CENTERS
Calculate gradient values of all pixels and move initial centers to the lowest gradient position in 3×3 neighborhood. The aim is to avoid centers on edge or a noisy pixel.
3) DETERMINE SEARCH AREA
A 2S × 2S area around a super-pixel center on the xy plane is the search area for the pixels nearest to each cluster center.
4) MEASURE THE DISTANCE IN 5-D SPACE
The distance D defined as Eq. 8 is the distance between each searched pixel and the center in 5-D space, which includes color distance dc and space distance ds. The color distance in Lab color space is defined as Eq. 6. The space distance on the xy plane is defined as Eq. 7.
where 
5) ITERATE
Every pixel is associated with the nearest cluster center whose search area overlaps this pixel. Then a new center is computed as the average labxy vector of all the pixels belonging to the cluster. Repeat the process of associating pixels with the cluster center and recomputing the cluster center iteratively. The number of iterations is also recommended as 10.
6) ENFORCE CONNECTIVITY
After multiple iterations, a superpixel may be segmented into several connected components. To correct for this, such pixels are assigned the disjoint segments to the largest neighboring cluster.
The number of superpixels, K, is the key variable. An appropriate value of K can make real fruit regions overlap fruit blocks segmented by SLIC accurately. In order to measure the ratio of overlapped regions, the detailed process is shown in Fig. 3 . Fig. 3a is a fruit image in which the red region is labeled fruits. The binary mask of labeled fruits is shown in Fig. 3c and its area is defined as FruitArea. is greater than half of this super-pixel block, this super-pixel block is defined as a fruit block. Fig. 3d is the mask image of fruit blocks extracted from Fig. 3b and the area is defined as SegmentedArea. Fig. 3e is the overlapped image of fruit region ( Fig. 3c ) and fruit blocks segmented by SLIC (Fig. 3d) . In Fig. 3e , the red region is the overlapped region, the green regions are non-overlapped regions of Fig. 3c and the blue regions are non-overlapped regions of Fig. 3d . The variable IoU (Intersection over Union) is defined to represent the ratio of overlapped regions (Eq. 9). 30 images are selected randomly and include fruits taken from difference distance. They are labeled manually and used to calculate the IoU based on different K values. The average IoU are shown in Fig. 4 . As the value of K increases, the general tendency of IoU is also increasing. When K > 350, the uptrend decreases distinctly. A desired K should be as small as possible, which means less number of super-pixel blocks and larger area of each super-pixel block. However, smaller K value leads to smaller IoU. In order to balance the contradiction, K = 350 is selected as an appropriate value. 
D. EXTRACTING COLOR FEATURE
Extracting color feature from super-pixel blocks can be divided into 3 steps. Firstly, select suitable color spaces to describe the color of images. Next, select an appropriate color vector to describe the color feature of a super-pixel block rather than one pixel. Finally, collect super-pixel blocks as samples and extract color vectors from them.
There are multiple kinds of common color spaces. RGB color space is one of popular color spaces, which does not have an independent component for color intensity. In addition to RGB color space, other popular color spaces that are applied to fruit detection can be divided into three categories. The first category includes HSI, HSL and HSV etc. color space, in which I, L and V components are used to represent color intensity. They are designed by computer graphics researchers to more closely align with the way human vision perceives color-making attributes. The second category is designed by CIE (International Commission on Illumination/Commission Internationale de L'Eclairage) including Lab, LUV and LCH etc. color space in which the L component represents color intensity. These color spaces aspire to perceptual uniformity. The third category is applied to television signal including YUV, YIQ and YCbCr color space. In these color spaces, the Y component is luminance signal and other components are chrominance signals. The color spaces in the same category have similar structure and specialties, so only one color space in each category is selected to describe the color of blocks. In the experiment, HSV, Lab and YCbCr are selected without the components that representing color intensity. RGB color space is also selected because it is original color space of acquired images. Other color spaces are not commonly used in fruit detection and not taken into consideration.
The selected color components include (R, G, B, H, S, a, b, Cb, Cr). The super-pixel blocks are segmented by local clustering, so the colors of pixels in each block are similar. Therefore, the average values and variances of all color components are used to represent the color of all pixels in the same block. The average value of color component adopts letter 'a' as a subscript and the variance of color component adopts letter 'v' as a subscript. The color feature of a super-pixel block is represented as a vector ColorVector = (R a , R v , G a ,  G v , B a , B v , H a , H v , S a , S v , a a , a v , b a , b v , Cb a , Cb v , Cr a , Cr v ) .
The next step is to collect appropriate super-pixel blocks as samples to train a SVM classifier. The 30 images selected in the previous subsection are segmented into 334 fruit blocks and 4318 non-fruit blocks. The numbers of two kinds of blocks have great disparity. If all non-fruit blocks are used to train the classifier, the performance of trained classifier will be affected. Therefore, it is necessary to select representative non-fruit blocks of which the number is about the same as the number of fruit blocks. The non-fruit blocks include a variety of objects, such as leaves, branches, sky, soil and other objects, of which the most are leaf blocks and branch blocks. It is also important to keep the numbers of different objects in the same magnitude. Typical super-pixel blocks of different objects and their numbers are shown in Table 1 . The total number of all selected non-fruit blocks are 364 that is about same as the number of fruit blocks. 
E. TRAINING A SVM FOR CLASSIFY COLOR VECTORS
The color vectors of all these selected fruit blocks and nonfruit blocks are extracted as positive and negative data for training a SVM classifier. A SVM classifier [22] separates all data into two classes by finding the best hyperplane that has the largest margin between the two classes. Margin is defined as the maximal width of the slab parallel to the hyperplane that has no interior data points. However, some data cannot be separated by a hyperplane. The data of color vectors is also linear non-separable data. For this problem, soft margin is adopted so that the hyperplane can separate a majority of data. The penalty factor C is used to describe the tolerance for a few of data separated mistakenly. However, soft margin cannot solve complex nonlinear classification problems. The kernel function is also adopted to transform the data nonlinearly to higher dimension in which the hyperplane is found to separate the data. In this experiment, the Gaussian kernel (Eq. 10) is adopted.
where J is the kernel function, x and y are vectors of training data, σ reflects the range of influence of sample data. The next step is to train a SVM classifier with Gaussian kernel. The parameters of C and σ are both important to influence the effect of classification. In order to select appropriate values of the two parameters and avoid over-fitting, the method of 10-fold cross validation is adopted. 10-fold cross validation divides training data into 10 subsets of equal size, in which 9 subsets called training set are used to train a classifier in turn and the remaining set called validation set is used to test classification error rate of the trained classifier. The mean error rate of 10 validations is used to evaluate the accuracy of the classifier. Fig. 6 shows the mean error rates when the values of C and σ are defined in {0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, 100, 1000}. In Fig. 6 , the blue point reaches the minimum error rate 0.0301 when C is 1000 and σ is 1. In order to acquire more precise values of the two parameters, the value of C is limited in [100 1000] and the value of σ is limited in [0. 1 10] . Then, the cross validation is run again. Finally, the lowest mean error rate is 0.0144, when the value of C is 970, the value of σ is 2. The SVM classifier with lowest mean error rate is selected to classify super-pixel blocks.
F. EXTRACTING HOG VECTORS
It is difficult to segment fruits from background completely based on color feature of fruits. In order to locate the position of fruit further, the shape feature of apple fruits is employed. The operator of HOG [23] is locally normalized histogram of gradient orientation in dense overlapping grids. It is used to describe the shape of fruits, because it can reflect local gradient direction and the gradient direction of the fruit contours is more obvious in HOG. The operator has been applied to detect pedestrians with a good performance.
In order to train a classifier with a good performance, it is necessary to collect a good deal of rectangle blocks of different objects as samples. In the experiment, there are 2016 fruit blocks and 2380 background blocks. In order to collect as many as possible fruit blocks, 1572 fruit blocks that are completely red or incompletely red are labeled and cropped one by one manually and 444 fruit blocks are downloaded from Cifar-100 image database. The color of fruits is not taken into consideration. These rectangle blocks are all resized to a normal size, 32 (pixels) × 32 (pixels). Then, 2016 HOG vectors of fruit blocks are extracted as positive data and 2380 HOG vectors of background blocks are extracted as negative data. The parameters of HOG are set as follows: the number of bins is set as 9, the cell size is set as 4 (pixels) × 4 (pixels), the block size is set as 2 (pixels) × 2 (pixels) and the number of overlapping cells between adjacent blocks is 2.
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Therefore, the dimensions of each HOG vector is 1764. A part of samples and their visual HOG vectors are shown in Fig. 7 . These fruits include whole fruits, occluded fruits and fruits overlapped by branches or leaves. A cluster of white lines shows the gradient distribution in 9 directions of pixels in a 4 (pixels) × 4 (pixels) neighborhood. 
G. DETECTING FRUITS
The process of fruit detection based on HOG operator can be divided into 3 steps. Fig. 8 shows more detailed process of fruit detection. Firstly, multi-scale sliding windows are used to crop square blocks of which the centers are located in candidate regions of corresponding original images. In this step, the candidate regions are transformed into binary mask images to limit the ranges of sliding windows. In addition, the initial size of a square sliding window's sides is the minimum of width and length of corresponding candidate region. The size of sides decreases to 66.7% (1/1.5) of previous size until it is less than 32 pixels. The step size of a sliding window is 1/10 of the length of its side. Next, these blocks are resized to a normal size, 32 (pixels) × 32 (pixels) and then HOG vectors of normal blocks are all extracted. Finally, these vectors are input into a trained SVM classifier.
The HOG vectors are high dimensional and reach to 1764 dimensions. The SVM classifier with kernel function is difficult to classify a great deal of high dimensional vectors for heavy computation burden. The linear SVM classifier is adopted to train these positive and negative data. At the same time, the cross validation is used to optimize the value of penalty factor C. The process of training and validation is similar to the SVM classifier with Gaussian kernel, so detailed process is not repeated here.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. ACCURACY OF SELECTING CANDIDATE FRUITS
In general, the detailed process of selecting candidate regions can be divided 3 steps. Firstly, the original images are segmented into super-pixel blocks by SLIC in which the value of parameter K is set as 350. Then, the color feature of each block is extracted as feature vector ColorVector. Finally, these feature vectors of blocks are classified into fruit blocks and non-fruit blocks by trained SVM and the sets of fruit blocks are candidate regions. In order to verify the effect of selecting candidate regions, 40 testing images are prepared and labeled manually. At the same time, white Gaussian noise with different variances are added into images. Five examples of selecting candidate regions are shown in Fig. 9 . Fig. 9 indicates that proposed method can select a great part of fruit blocks and filter a great part of non-fruit blocks. However, it is not robust to noise. With the increase of noise intensity, more super-pixel blocks are classified falsely. The Precision, Recall and F 1 are adopted to describe classification results of about 14000 super-pixel blocks from 40 testing images. The definitions of the 3 ratios are listed as Eq. 11, Eq. 12 and Eq. 13.
Precision = TP/(TP + FP)
(11)
where TP means true positive and the number of fruit blocks classified correctly. FP means false positive and the number of non-fruit blocks classified falsely. FN means false negative and the number of fruit blocks classified falsely.
The classification results of noisy images with different intensities are shown in Fig. 10 . It indicates that with the increase of σ 2 , the values ofPrecision decrease rapidly. In addition, Precision is easier to be affected than Recall, which means more non-fruit blocks are classified as fruit blocks falsely. Therefore, it is necessary to apply image denoise method in the stage of image preprocessing, because proposed method is not robust to noise.
The mean error rate of original images without noise (σ 2 = 0) is 1.72%, which means that average number of blocks classified mistakenly in an image is 6.02. Although some blocks are classified incorrectly, most fruit blocks are retained and most non-fruit blocks are filtered. The aim of selecting candidate regions is to narrow detection range.
B. RESULTS OF FRUIT DETECTION UNDER DIFFERENT ILLUMINATIONS
The illumination in natural environment is complex. In order to verify the performance of proposed method, images of incompletely red fruits taken under different illuminations are used to test it. These images include images taken under front light, backlight, side light and images taken at night under artificial light. The Fig. 11 shows the detection results of images under different illuminations. The fruits and background in images taken under front light (Fig. 11a) are bright. In the images taken under backlight (Fig. 11b) , the fruits are dark and the background is bright. In the images taken under side light (Fig. 11c) , the background is bright and a part of fruits is dark relatively. There are shadows and direct light on the fruits in the images taken under artificial light at night (Fig. 11d) . In these different illuminations, the proposed method can detect fruits with a good performance.
400 testing images are divided into 4 kinds based their illuminations. The detailed detection results of testing images are listed in Table 2 . The column of 'Num. of fruits' is the number of all fruits in the 50 images which is counted manually and equal to 'TP+FN'. It should be noted that the fruits that are covered more than half or smaller than 32 (pixels) × 32 (pixels) are not counted. The column of 'Num. of detected fruits' means the number of fruits that are detected by proposed method, which is equal to 'TP+FP'. Compared with images taken under other illuminations, fruit images taken under backlight are influenced by illuminations more seriously. The average values of Recall, Precisionand F 1 are 89.80%, 95.12% and 92.38% respectively. According to the values of Recall in Table 3 , the proposed method can detect most fruits under different illuminations generally. The values of Precision are all greater than the values of Recall, which indicates that proposed method has low probability of detecting other objects as fruits. The Precision of images taken at night reaches 100%, because the background of the images are dark and other objects have lower possibility to be detected as fruits.
C. RESULTS OF FRUIT DETECTION IN DIFFERENT SCENES
In addition to different illuminations, other complex scenes can interfere with fruit detection too. The incompletely red fruits can be divided into 4 kinds. Fruits in the first kind (K1) are not covered by anything and do not touch other fruits, such as the fruits in Fig. 11 (a2) . Fruits in the Fruits in second kind (K2) touch other fruits but not covered, such as the fruit on the right in Fig. 11 (b3) . Fruits in the third kind (K3) are covered by leaves, branches and other fruits slightly, such as the fruit in Fig. 11 (d1) and the fruit on the left in Fig. 11 (c3) . Compared to fruits in third kind, fruits in the last kind (K4) are covered more seriously, such as the fruit on the middle in Fig. 11 (c4) . In order to test the performance of proposed method in different scenes quantificationally, 912 fruits in testing images are divided into 4 kinds listed above. The fruits that are covered more than half or smaller than 32 (pixels) × 32 (pixels) are not counted. Precision and F 1 are not adopted, because the fruits in the same kind are in different images so that FPcannot be counted. The detection results are listed in Table 3 . It indicates that the more fruits are covered, the smaller number of fruits can be detected. In general, the values of Recall are all more than 85%, which means that proposed method can detected most fruits. 
D. COMPARISONS WITH OTHER METHODS
In order to verify the performance of proposed method, it will be compared with two methods. The first method is similar to the proposed method without the step of selecting candidate regions. It is a pedestrian detection method based on HOG descriptor and SVM classifier. The second method is Faster RCNN, which is a state-of-the-art object detection method with two stages. The Resnet50 is adopted as the backbone of Faster RCNN. The detailed steps of pedestrian detection method are listed as follows.
1. Crop a set of rectangle blocks from an image by a sliding window with fixed size 32 (pixels) × 32 (pixels) and fixed step 5 pixels. 2. Extract HOG vectors from rectangle blocks and then transfer these vectors into a trained SVM classifier. 3. Reduce the size of the image to 1/1.1 of current size.
Go to step 1 until the size of the image is less than 32 (pixels) × 32 (pixels). The trained SVM classifier in step 2 is same as the linear SVM classifier in proposed method. In addition, Faster RCNN is an end-to-end object detection method and does not have complex steps. However, it has to be trained by labeled images. 926 images of incompletely red fruits and 518 images of completely red fruits are labeled manually and then used to train Faster RCNN. Stochastic gradient descent with momentum (SGDM) optimizer is set as the solver of Faster RCNN and the momentum is set as 0.9. The initial learning rate is set as 0.001 and the maximum number of epochs is set as 20. The ''image-centric'' training approach is adopted to train the Faster RCNN. Therefore, the size of mini-batch is set as 1 and 128 region proposals are sampled from an image as a training batch. 400 testing images of incompletely red fruits are used to test the performance of proposed method, pedestrian detection method and Faster RCNN. The P-R curve of Faster RCNN is shown in Fig. 12 . It indicates that Faster RCNN can reach high detection accuracy. The detailed detection results of 3 methods are listed in Table 4 . Compared F 1 values of 3 methods, the proposed method has a best performance. Although Recall of pedestrian detection method is a little more than proposed method, its Precision is too low. It should be noted that Precision of pedestrian detection method can be improved by a SVM classifier with better performance. The performance of Faster RCNN is slightly less than proposed method. Although it is a state-of-the-art object detection method, it is designed for a variety of objects and proposed method is only designed for apple fruits. The average time of detecting one image is also shown in Table 4 . The elapsed time of Faster RCNN is least and better than proposed method slightly. The elapsed time of pedestrian detection method is too long because of more sliding windows. This experiment just indicates that the proposed method has better performance in the same conditions because of candidate regions in general. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The detection method is proposed for incompletely red apple fruits. Firstly, an image is segmented to approximately 350 super-pixel blocks by SLIC. The averages and variances of color components in RGB, HSV, Lab and YCbCr color space are used to make up the color vectors of super-pixel blocks. The SVM classifier with Gaussian kernel function is applied to classify color vectors. The blocks classified as fruit blocks are treated as candidate regions. Next, the shape feature described by HOG vectors are extracted by multi-scale sliding windows in the range of candidate regions and then classified by a linear SVM classifier. Finally, fruits are detected by rectangle boxes and the performance of proposed method is listed as follows.
1. SLIC and a SVM classifier with Gaussian kernel can select candidate regions based on color feature effectively. However, it is should be noted that it is not robust to noise. 2. The images taken under different illuminations are applied to test the performance of proposed method.
The average values of Recall, Precision and F 1 are 89.80%, 95.12% and 92.38% respectively, which indicates proposed method can adapt to natural environment. 3. The performance of detecting fruits covered in different levels is also tested. The values of Recall are all more than 85%, which indicates that proposed method can detect a major of covered fruits. 4. Compared with pedestrian detection method and Faster RCNN, proposed method has higher precision and can avoid detecting other objects as fruits effectively, but its elapsed time is 1.94s and less than Faster RCNN. The proposed method combines the color feature and shape feature to detect fruits and can improve the accuracy of fruit detection. It can be not only used to detect apple fruits but also can be used to detect other fruits that have distinct color from background, such as oranges, kiwis and tomatoes etc. However, it just detects fruits by rectangle boxes. Pixel-wise segmentation is more precision than detection boxes. Detecting fruits in pixel level is the focus of further work. 
